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Larici di sotto1. 
Laste di Manazzo2. 
Dosso di sotto3. 
Porta Manazzo4. 
Campo Manderiolo5. 
Galmararetta6. 
Galmarara7. 
Galmarara Pastorile8. 
Portule Pastorile 9. (Casara Trentin)

Portule10. 
Zebio Pastorile11. 
Zebio12. 
Zingarella13. 
Busafonda-Campomulo14. 
Longara di dietro15. 
Longara davanti16. 
Fiara17. 
Mandrielle Nuovo Patrimonio18. 
Fossetta19. 
Moline20. 
Pozze21. 
Bosco Secco22. 
Meletta di dietro - Lemerle23. 
Meletta di mezzo - Ristecco24. 
Slapeur25. 
Meletta davanti26. 
Sasso Rosso27. 
Fratte28. 
Zomo29. 
Lora30. 
Meletta31. 
Montagnanova32. 
Ronchetto33. 
Campocavallo34. 
Marcesina - I Lotto 35. 
Marcesina - II Lotto 36. 
Marcesina - III Lotto37. 
Marcesina - IV Lotto 38. 
Marcesina - V Lotto 39. 
Marcesina di sopra40. 
Buson41. 
Lèrche42. 
Valmaron - I Lotto 43. 
Valmaron - II Lotto 44. 
Valmaron - III Lotto 45. 
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Campetti46. 
Costalunga A47. 
Costalunga B 48. 
Ronco Carbon49. 
Melaghetto50. 
Melagon51. 
Mosche Ovest52. 
Mosche Est53. 
Campomezzavia54. 

Val Forbice55. 
Valbella56. 
Campocostalunga57. 
Verde58. 
Biancoia59. 
Montagna Nuova davanti60. 
Montagna Nuova di dietro 61. 
Tena62. 
Bertiaga di dietro63. 
Camporossignolo64. 
Mazze Inferiori65. 
Mazze Superiori66. 
Corno67. 
Campo Est68. 
Pian di Granezza69. 
Zovetto70. 
Carriola71. 
Paù72. 
Sunio73. 
Foraoro74. 
Serona e Seronetta75. 
Fondi76. 
Busa Fonte77. 
Pusterle78. 
Quarti di Verena79. 
Verena80. 
Erio81. 
Gruppach82. 
Campovecchio83. 
Mandrielle Vecchio 84. 
Patrimonio
Camporosà85. 
Posellaro86. 
Trugole87. 
Busette88. 
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Walking and biking trails

The Plateau of the Seven Municipalities
Veneto Region - Vicentine Pre-Alps

Groups of itineraries subdivided into ZONES:
 Between Biancoia and Monte Corno
 The Three Mountains
 Melette of Foza and Gallio
 Piana di Marcesina, Valmaron and Ortigara
 Along the ridge of Longara
 Monte Zebio, in the heart of the Plateau
 Facing Cima Portule
 The high pastures of Larici
 On the slopes of Monte Verena
 A window onto the plain
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“The Malga Trail” is a tourism promotion project created to highlight 
the malgas of the Plateau of the Seven Municipalities (Altopiano dei 
Sette Comuni) through accessible walking and biking trails with the 
goal of raising awareness of these territories and their usability on a 
national and international level. The initiative, backed by the Mountain 
Authority Unione Montana Spettabile Reggenza dei Sette Comuni 
and supported by the PSR 2014-2020 of the Veneto Region thanks to a 
tender by GAL Montagna Vicentina, includes a series of informational, 
promotional, and entertainment activities to create incentives for 
visiting the malgas, and therefore generate positive economic impact for 
the entire project area. 
In addition to the rural, historical, and economic value represented 
by the malgas, the initiative is also characterized by the enhancement 
of the places, traditions, and services of special importance for tourism 
from the standpoint of nature, the landscape, and the cultural heritage of 
one of the largest plateau areas in all of Europe. 
The unifying and characteristic element of the entire surrounding 
territory comprised of the Municipalities of Asiago, Enego, Foza, 
Gallio, Lusiana Conco, Roana and Rotzo are 78 malgas governed 
by Public Authorities (Municipalities or Consortiums) of the Plateau of 
the Seven Municipalities that have all been surveyed, photographed, 
filmed, and connected to itineraries, thereby making each of them more 
accessible and highlighting their special points of interest.
With the intention of completing the tourist offer, the 10 malgas that are 
all located in the south western part of the Plateau were also included, 
under the supervision of the Mountain Authority Unione Montana Astico. 
The malgas have therefore become some of the ideal stops along the 
beautiful trails with numerous interesting sites and landscapes, 
giving visitors the chance to enjoy unforgettable experiences in the 
mountains and often sampling delicious malga products as well.
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Between Biancoia
and Monte Corno

Piana di Marcesina, 
Valmaron and Ortigara

Monte Zebio,
in the heart of the Plateau

On the slopes
of Monte Verena

Facing Cima Portule The high pastures of Larici

A window onto the plain

The Three Mountains

Along the ridge of Longara

Melette of Foza and Gallio

A1
Val Biancoia and surrounding areas 

F2
Zebio and Zingarella

D1
Valmaron - Marcesina - Lozze - Fiara

F1
Forte Interrotto - Val Galmarara
Zingarella - Zebio - Val di Nos

I1
Roana Lake - Verena - Campolongo

I2
Monte Verena trail

D2
Marcesina - Lozze - Fiara

D3
Valmaron and Marcesina with road bikes

D4
Valmaron - Forcellona - Marcesina

B1
Cima Ekar - Monte Valbella - Bertigo - Turcio

G1
Larici - Portule - Galmarara

I3
Ghertele Ecological Museum I4

Rotzo Malgas trail

H1
Val Formica, Dosso and Porta Manazzo

L2
Buse di Carriola - Bocchetta Paù -  ForaoroL1

Asiago - Val Magnaboschi - Monte Paù - 
Monte Corno

E1
Longara and Campomulo

C1
Trail around Melette of Foza and Gallio by bike

A2
Bertiaga - Valle Camporossignolo - Valle 
Granezza di Gallio - Monte Corno

A3
Monte Corno - Campo Rossignolo

B2
Valbella - Cima Ekar

C2
Melette of Foza walking trailReading guide
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Biancoia - Monte Corno  
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: A

Marcesina - Ortigara
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: D

Galmarara - Zebio
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: F

Verena - Campolongo
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: I

Ekar - Valbella
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: B

Larici - Portule
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: G

Larici - Manazzo
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: H

Southern plateau 
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: L

Longara - Campomulo
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: E

Melette
GROUP OF ITINERARIES: C

Ideal on foot

Ideal by bike

Length

Average duration

Difference in elevation

Difficulty 
(easy, intermediate, difficult)

Plateau area

Group of itineraries (from A to L)

Itinerary group names

Single itinerary name

Technical stats, information, travel instructions, 
alternate starting points/arrivals in the area, altitude map

By scanning the QR code you can access a lot of extra content: 
general information and facts, equipped areas and services, 
tourist attractions in the surrounding areas, downloadable 
trails via GPS, photos, videos and many more useful tips.

 13,8 km       04:05       360 m  Intermediate

 Val Biancoia   Counter-clockwise        From April to October

 Monte Frolla, Monte Malcroba, Colle dei Tre confini, Col del Lampo.

 57,9 km       04:55       1.280 m  Difficult

 Lazzaretti locality (Foza)       Counter-clockwise        From June to October

 Monte Fior, Monte Lisser, Cima Caldiera, Monte Lozze.

 34,3 km       03:25       970 m  Difficult

 Asiago Ice Stadium            Clockwise           From June to October   

 Monte Mosciagh, Monte Zebio, Monte Zingarella, Monte Colombara.

 9,93 km       02:57       310 m  Intermediate

 Malga Zebio (ID code 12)              Clockwise           From June to October  

 Monte Zebio, Monte Zingarella, Monte Colombara.

 32,3 km       03:05       870 m  Intermediate

 Roana Lake              Counter-clockwise         From June to October  

 Monte Verena, Cima di Campolongo, Monte Erio.

 27 km       02:38       710 m  Intermediate

 Roana Lake              Clockwise           From June to October   

 Monte Verena

 14,2 km       03:54      230 m  Intermediate

 Rifugio Campolongo           Clockwise    From May to October   

 Cima di Campolongo, Monte Verena.

 34,1 km       02:47      550 m  Intermediate

 Asiago Ice Stadium              Counter-clockwise          From May to October

 Monte Lemerle, Monte Zovetto, Monte Magnaboschi, Monte Paù, Monte   
 Foraoro, Monte Corno.

 11,6 km       03:19      280 m  Intermediate

 Rifugio Bar Alpino (Caltrano)           Clockwise        From May to October

 Monte Carriola, Monte Paù, Cima Favaro, Monte Foraoro, Cima Fonte,  
 Monte Magnaboschi.

 Suitable for beginners/families 

 31,5 km       02:56       660 m    Intermediate

 Campomulo locality           Counter-clockwise         From June to October

 Monte Fior, Cima Caldiera, Monte Lozze.

 37,7 km       04:01       1.280 m      Difficult

 Ghertele (Parking)           Clockwise     From June to October

 Cima Larici, Cima Portule, Cima XII, Monte Forno, Corno di Campo Verde,   
 Corno di Campo Bianco, Cima dell’Arsenale, Monte Zingarella.

 7,44 km       02:08       190 m            Intermediate

 Rifugio Val Formica  Clockwise      From June to October

 Cima Larici, Cima Portule, Cima Manderiolo.

 Suitable for beginners/families 

 27 km       01:39       630 m    Intermediate

 Bivio Dori (Enego)           Counter-clockwise            From May to October

 Monte Lisser.

 10,4 km       02:52       180 m    Intermediate

 Valmaron       Counter-clockwise           From May to October

 Monte della Forcellona            Suitable for beginners/families 

 31 km            03:33              900 m  Difficult

 Town of Lusiana           Counter-clockwise          From April to October

 Monte Bertiaga, Monte Gusella, Monte Corno.

 10,4 km       03:07       320 m  Intermediate

 Bocchetta Granezza (road to Monte Corno, Lusiana)

        Counter-clockwise            From April to October

 Monte Corno, Monte Gusella.

 Suitable for beginners/families (if limited to the first part of the trail, with   
 possibility to backtrack after Malga Corno).

 4,77 km       01:19       160 m  Easy

 Ghertele            Counter-clockwise            From May to November

 Monte Verena            Suitable for beginners/families

 9,56 km       02:47       250 m  Intermediate

 “LeMelette” Parking Lot           Clockwise        From May to October

 Monte Ongara, Monte Baldo, Monte Cimon.

 Suitable for beginners/families 

 19,3 km       01:37       390 m  Intermediate

 Osteria Trattoria Fontanella         Counter-clockwise        From May to October

 Cima Ekar, Monte Valbella, Col del Rosso, Col d’Ecchele.

 12,4 km       03:35       330 m  Intermediate

 Valbella locality             Clockwise           From April to October

 Monte Valbella, Col del Rosso, Col d’Ecchele, Cima Ekar.

 20,9 km       02:08       560 m  Difficult

 Malga Fratte (ID code 28)         Clockwise           From June to October

 Monte Badenecche, Monte Tondarecar, Monte Miela, Monte Spil, Monte Fior,   
 Monte Castelgomberto, Monte Meletta di Gallio.

 8,2 km       02:42       280 m  Intermediate

 Malga Lora (ID code 30)  Counter-clockwise        From June to October

 Monte Miela, Monte Spil, Monte Fior, Monte Castelgomberto, 
 Monte Meletta di Gallio.

 Suitable for beginners/families 

Starting point at Val Biancoia, near the 
homonymous malga; briefly descend into the 
valley along the asphalted road; shortly after, 
take the CAI trail 872 on the left that first passes 
through the Bosco Littorio and then the Paleolithic 
Site of Val Lastaro that reaches Monte Frolla, 
Malga Verde and finally, after an uphill stretch, 
Monte Malcroba. Here, leave the CAI trail to take 
the small trail on the right that, following the ridge, 
takes you to Colle dei Tre Confini, Vasca del 
Termine Rotto, and then, through a trail, to Col del 
Lampo and to the peak of Montagna Nuova, with 
the homonymous malga (Malga Montagna Nuova di dietro). 
From here, go down the dirt trail towards Malga Montagna Nuova davanti; once 
you’ve passed the malga, near a big beechwood tree, take the road to the right 
that goes downhill into the Val Biancoia until you arrive at the starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Malga Verde (ID code 58).

Starting point at Malga Zebio. Continue backward along 
the access trail to the malga until you reach the bend 
(Scoglio Bianco). Turn left and at the next fork (Tabela 
loc.) turn left. Continue until you reach Malga Zingarella. 
Just before you reach the malga, turn left towards Busa 
dei Forni. At the next fork, turn right and follow the CAI 
trail sign 832 until you arrive at Lunetta di Zebio. 
Once you’ve passed the Lunetta it is  possible to go 
downhill along the underlying trail to visit the Brigata 
Sassari cemeteries and then go back along the same 
road until you reach Malga Zebio again.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: 
Parking lot near Bivio Scoglio Bianco (along the trail).

Starting point at Lazzaretti di Foza locality. 
Continue along the main road towards 
Enego to Bivio Dori, where you turn left 
following the directions until you reach 
Valmaron locality. 
Once you’ve passed Rifugio Valmaron, 
keep left and continue until you reach 
Piana di Marcesina.
Soon after the Casonetti and the Rifugio 
Marcesina, turn right and afterwards turn 
right again taking the dirt trail that crosses 
the malgas on the central part of the 
Piana. 
Once you’ve passed Malga Marcesina - V Lotto, continue left following the 
directions for Malga Fossetta and Monte Ortigara. Once you’ve passed Malga 
Buson, keep left and continue until Malga Mandrielle fork, where you turn right. 
Continue along the main trail until you reach Piazzale Lozze, the highest point 
of the trail (1771 m). 
Move south downhill towards Rifugio Adriana/Malga Moline. Keep right at the 
fork before the mountain refuge until you reach Piazzale delle Saline. 
Here, turn left and at the next fork, keep right continuing on to Malga Fiara. 
Soon after the malga, turn right. Once you’ve passed Rifugio Campomuletto 
(almost at the end of the next descent) take the left trail towards Campo 

and take the small path on the right that connects with the trail that descends 
from Monte Zebio. From here go downhill to Val Giardini, and continue towards 
the center of Asiago, and return to your starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Camporovere (district of Roana), Gallio.

Starting point at the Asiago Pala Hodegart parking lot. 
At the roundabout, follow the directions for Trento-
Camporovere and continue until you reach the center of 
the town. From here, turn right and follow the directions 
for Forte Interrotto. Continue uphill along the winding 
trail until you reach the fort. From here, take the trail 
that continues into the wood in the direction of Monte 
Mosciagh. Pass the summit area (characterized by wide 
wood areas torn apart by the Vaia Storm in 2018) and go 
downhill to the Mosciagh Austro-Hungarian cemeteries 
1 and 2. Once you’ve passed the cemeteries, turn left 
and go down towards Valle di Galmarara. Once at the 
valley bottom , continue on the right and go uphill to 
Malga Galmararetta and Galmarara. At the crossroads 
near the last malga, turn right and continue up to the little 
mountain pass just south of Malga Zingarella. 
Here, turn right and continue south towards Malga Zebio 
Pastorile and then towards Malga Zebio. The stretch of trail that  from the fork 
after Malga Zebio Pastorile brings you to Malga Zebio can also  be backtracked, 
to  continue to Bivio Scoglio Bianco, where you turn left at the bend to reach 
Tabela loc. Here, turn right and go downhill to the next crossroads. There, stay 
on the right, following the trail downhill through the whole Val di Nos. Soon after 
the starting point area of the Didactic Forest Trail it is  necessary to pay attention 

Starting point at Lonaba locality (Roana 
Lake). Take the trail uphill following the 
directions for Malga Quarti di Verena. 
Keep following the main trail passing by 
Ponte del Martin locality and continuing 
uphill until you reach Malga Quarti di 
Verena. From here continue towards 
Malga Verena until you reach the fork with 
the trail that takes up to Forte Verena. 
At this fork it is possible, with  a detour, to 
turn right and go up to the top of Monte 
Verena and then go back down until you 
reach Croce del Civello fork. 
Here, take the trail on the right towards Campovecchio loc. 
Once you have reached the asphalted road, turn right and then left going 
downhill towards Malga Mandrielle. Once you have passed by  the malga, 
continue on left and, at the next fork, turn left for Malga Posellaro and Malga 
Trugole. 
From Malga Trugole, keep on the main road to Rifugio Campolongo. Go 
downhill for a short stretch along the main road until the fork towards Monte 
Erio where you turn left and take the dirt trail that moves uphill to Spiazzo dei 

Starting point at Lonaba locality (Roana Lake). 
Take the trail uphill following the directions for 
Malga Quarti di Verena. 
Always follow the main path passing by Ponte del 
Martin locality and continuing uphill until you reach 
the malga. 
From here continue towards Malga Verena until 
you reach the fork with the trail that keeps upwards 
to Forte Verena. At this fork it is possible, with a 
detour, to turn right and go up to  the top of Monte 
Verena and then go back down until you reach 
Croce del Civello fork. Here, take the trail to the 
right towards Campovecchio loc. Once you have  
reached the asphalted road, turn right and then left moving downhill towards 
Malga Mandrielle. 
Right before the Malga, keep to the right and, at the next fork, turn right moving 
down towards Malga Pusterle. Just before you reach the malga, turn right and 
take the Forest Service Mule Trail (Mulattiera dei forestali), a long and almost 
flat trail that moves on the right side of the orographic structure of the Val 

D’Assa. This takes you back to Curva del Martin loc., where you get back to 
Roana Lake.
Alternative starting points/arrivals: Rifugio Campolongo, Malga Campovecchio 
(ID code 83).

Mercanti. From here, go straight towards Malga Gruppach. Once you have  
gone past it, the journey ends moving downhill towards Roana Lake.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Rifugio Campolongo, Rifugio Verenetta - 
Chalet Grizzly.

From the Rifugio Campomulo parking lot, go 
uphill in the direction of Malga Fiara until the 
first fork (650 m from the parking lot), where 
the itinerary begins. Turn right towards Campo 
Cavallo, keep on  the left at the next fork until 
you reach Bivio di Campo Cavallo. 
Turn right to reach Piana di Marcesina. Then 
turn left at the next fork and soon after turn 
right, taking the dirt trail that crosses the 
malgas on the main area of the Piana. Once 
you’ve passed Malga Marcesina - V Lotto, 
continue left following the directions for Malga 
Fossetta and Monte Ortigara. Once you have 
passed Malga Buson, keep left and continue until Malga Mandrielle fork, where 
you turn right. Continue along the main trail until you reach Piazzale Lozze, the 
highest point of the journey (1771 m).
Move south downhill towards Rifugio Adriana/Malga Moline. Keep right at the 
fork before the mountain refuge until you reach Piazzale delle Saline. 
Here, turn left and at the next fork, keep right, moving forward to Malga Fiara. 

Starting point at Bivio Dori. Go uphill following 
the directions for Valmaron. Once you’ve 
passed Rifugio Valmaron, keep left and continue 
until you reach Piana di Marcesina. Soon after 
the Casonetti and the Rifugio Marcesina, turn 
left at the next two forks until you reach Malga 
Ronchetto and follow along the main road until 
you reach Lazzaretti di Foza locality. 
Then turn left and follow the main road until you 
return to Bivio Dori.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Lazzaretti 
locality (Foza), Center of Foza.

Starting point at Rifugio Valmaron. Go past the 
parking lot behind the cross-country skiing trails 
starting point  and go towards the north trail that 
moves through the valley bottom and then uphill 
on the left to Passo della Forcellona. Once you 
have gone through the pass, go downhill until 
you reach the asphalted road that crosses the 
central area of Piana di Marcesina. Then turn 
left, passing among the malgas of the Piana.
At the next two forks turn left and then follow 
the asphalted road that takes you to Valmaron 
locality.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Rifugio Marcesina (arriving from Foza).

Soon after the malga, turn right, pass the Rifugio Campomuletto and continue 
until you return downhill to the Rifugio Campomulo.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: from Rifugio Valmaron (about 5 km from the 
path, level road) you reach the itinerary at the fork of Rifugio Marcesina.

Cavallo, then keep to the left at the next fork until you reach  Bivio di Campo 
Cavallo. Then turn right to reach Piana di Marcesina again. 
Turn right towards Malga Ronchetto and then continue downhill along the main 
road until you reach  Lazzaretti di Foza locality again.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Bivio Dori (Enego), Campomulo (Parking).

Starting point at Osteria Trattoria Fontanella. 
Take the uphill road following the directions for 
the Osservatorio Astronomico of Cima Ekar. 
Pass the Osservatorio and continue towards 
Malga Campocostalunga. 
At the Malga Campocostalunga fork, turn right 
following the downhill trail that keeps to Malga 
Melagon (after you have passed by the marble 
quarries).
From here, continue north towards Malga 
Melaghetto. When you are at Cippo Niccolai, 
continue left until you reach Contrada Bertigo. 
At the fork with the provincial road, turn left 
towards Turcio locality and move left again at 
the next roundabout until you return to the starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Turcio locality, Valbella locality.

Starting point at Ghertele locality. Continue along 
the Costo Provincial Road until you reach the fork 
for Larici locality. Turn right up to the Malga Larici 
fork. 
Turn right and continue along the dirt road that 
passes behind the malga, cuts at a hight the slope 
of Cima Portule slope and takes you to Bocchetta 
Portule. Once you’ve gone through the little 
mountain pass, go downhill to Monumenti locality 
and follow the directions for Campo Gallina. 
Pass by the remains of the citadel and continue 
uphill until you reach Selletta Mecenseffy, the 
highest point of the trail (2055 m); once you’ve 
passed it, continue to the next two forks (Bivio 
Italia and Bivio Conrad) where you will keep to the 
right and then go downhill to Malga Galmarara. 
Once you have passed the malga, continue downhill passing over Malga 
Galmararetta and arriving again to the Provincial Road. Turn right to return to 
the starting point.

It is possible to shorten your travel time by cutting through Bivio Monumenti. 
Here, turning right and following the Zoviellostrasse trail, you can quickly 
reach Malga Galmarara.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Valle di Galmarara fork, Asiago.

You start off from Ghertele 
locality crossing the Assa 
stream bridge and take the 
trail that leads to Malga 
Pusterle. 
On your way upwards, it 
is  possible to follow the 
nature path (Sentiero 
dell’Immaginario) that 
meanders not far from the 
road and keeps the same direction. In order to follow the trail, it is necessary to 
pay attention to the directions on the explanatory panels. 
Once you reach Malga Pusterle, it is possible to return to your starting point by 
following the path from the beginning to the end down to Ghertele locality.

Start off from Rifugio Campolongo and take the 
trail westward out of the parking lot. 
At the next fork, continue on the left and then 
follow the main trail until you reach first Malga 
Trugole and then Malga Posellaro. 
At the next fork, turn right towards Malga 
Mandrielle, that you have to pass always keeping 
on your right. At the end of the next fork, turn right 
to get back to Rifugio Campolongo.

Alternate starting points/arrivals: malgas along 
the path.

Starting point at the parking lot in front of Rifugio 
Val Formica. Continue along the dirt trail that goes 
uphill on the left of the ski ramps. Once you have 
passed Malga Laste di Manazzo, after about 700 
m you will find a fork that, on the left, allows you 
to speedily reach Malga Dosso di sotto. Return to 
the fork and go uphill until you reach former Malga 
Dosso di sopra. Follow the trail along the ridge 
until you reach Malga Porta Manazzo. 
From the malga go uphill to Porta Manazzo. 
From here, you can admire a magnificent view. 
Then go down to the dirt trail that continues 
downhill until the starting point.

Starting point at Rifugio Bar Alpino 
parking lot. Keep on the Malga Carriola 
and Malga Paù path until you reach 
Bocchetta Paù. 
Continue on the left, keep on following 
the main trail passing by Malga Sunio, 
Malga Foraoro and Malga Serona. 
At the forks, around 500 m after Malga 
Serona, turn left (uphill) towards Malga 
Fondi. Always follow the main path to Rifugio Bar Alpino until you get back to 
your starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: malgas along the path.

From the parking lot at Asiago’s Pala 
Hodegart, continue along the Old Railway path 
(Vecchia Ferrovia), passing by Canove until 
you reach Cesuna. 
Once at the Cesuna parking lot, follow the 
directions for Val Magnaboschi and follow 
the road uphill until you arrive at San Antonio 
Chapel. 
From here, follow the dirt path on the left going 
up the mountain, and follow the main trail until 
you reach Malga Carriola. From here, turn right 
and follow the path towards Bocchetta Paù. 
Keep on the main trail towards Malga Foraoro 
and Malga Serona until you reach Bocchetta 
Granezza. Turn left moving down until you 
reach Bivio Lucca locality. 
Turn left passing by the San Sisto Church 
and, at the next fork, turn right and follow the 
directions towards Contrada Ave. Once you have passed the district, continue 
towards the center of Asiago until you return to your starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Canove di Roana, Cesuna, Tresché 
Conca, Lusiana Conco, Bocchetta Granezza.

Starting point at the Melette ski  area. Move uphill 
along the trail that goes westward until you reach 
Malga Longara davanti. From here continue along 
the ridge until you reach Malga Longara di dietro 
and the monument dedicated to Pope John Paul 
II. From here it is  possible to reach an interesting 
and panoramic observatory of the Great War 
moving forward and returning on the trail that 
goes west. From the monument, go downhill then 
north towards the Rifugio Campomulo and at the 
end, following the asphalted road, return downhill 
to the starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Campomulo 
locality.

Starting point at Malga Fratte. Move uphill 
along the path that leads to Malga Lora. 
Once you’ve passed the malga, keep right 
at the fork to run along the Monte Spil’s 
southern slope and then reach Malga 
Montagnanova. Follow the forest trail 
north-westward  until you reach Malga 
Slapeur. Continue along the main path; 
keep your right at the next forks for 3.4 
km, then turn right and go downhill for 
approximately 3 km until you reach Bivio 
Campo Cavallo. At this fork keep right until you reach Piana di Marcesina. 
Continue then to the right towards Malga Ronchetto and keep following the 
main road up to the starting  point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Piana di Marcesina, Foza, Campomulo, Gallio.

Starting point at the parking lot a few hundred 
meters after the town of Lusiana towards Conco. 
Follow the road for about 1 km, then turn left on the 
small uphill road (Via Lebene - former military road) 
that moves along here until the intersection with the 
provincial road Lusiana - Asiago. 
Go uphill to the right to the fork for Monte Corno, 
where you turn left; after a few hundred meters take 
the dirt  trail on the right going uphill, and after a 
short distance it is possible to turn right again and 
go uphill to the panoramic Malga Bertiaga, near the 
peak of the homonymous Mount, and then return 
downhill and continue with your itinerary. 
Then continue north towards Malga 
Camporossignolo and go downhill until you reach 
Osteria Trattoria Fontanella. From here, continue 
north to take the dirt trail uphill on the left, before Turcio locality, that goes up 
the Valle Granezza di Gallio until you arrive at Monte Corno. Then go downhill 
to the right to Bocchetta Granezza, where you keep on the left. After about 1 
km downhill, you arrive at Ristoro locality, and then, moving along Via Villaggio 
Bianco, to Piazza locality. Now cross the provincial road to go downhill towards 
the Santuario del Lazzaretto. Before the sanctuary, on the right  follow the cart-
track going downhill that easily reach Contrada Cavassi - Miotti. From here, turn 
right to the asphalted road to quickly return to the starting point.

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Osteria Trattoria Fontanella, Bocchetta 
Granezza.

Starting point from Piazzale di 
Bocchetta Granezza. Continue 
towards Piana di Granezza till 
the British Cemetery where 
the first-half of the trail that 
connects with Sentiero del 
Rosso Ammonitico (marked by 
the “Ammonite” symbol) begins. 
You then enter into the woods 
until you pass the Labyrinth of 
Monte Corno and reach the 
monument site near Malga 
Corno. 
At the next fork, turn left towards Malga Campo Est and continue along the 
forest trail in the middle of the wood towards Bivacco Rossingroba until you go 
downhill to Malga Camporossignolo. 
Continue on the right until you reach Bocchetta di Camporossignolo.  
Here, take the mule path on the right that goes uphill towards Malga Campo Est 
until you reach the same path you took coming. Continue towards Bocchetta 
Granezza until you return to the starting point. 

Alternative starting points/arrivals: Malga Camporossignolo (ID code 64)

Starting point at the Valbella ski ramps 
parking lot. Continue towards Malga Stenfle. 
Pass by the malga until you arrive at Cippo 
Niccolai. Just beyond the memorial stone, 
turn right and keep right to the next fork, 
following the directions for CAI trail 805 that 
allows you to reach Panzalarga ridge. 
From here, it is possible to follow the ridge to 
and from Cima Ekar, before you go downhill 
again towards Contrada Bertigo and return 
to the starting point.

Starting point at Malga Lora near the former Italian 
war cemetery. Follow the Ecological Museum of the 
Prealpi Vicentine Great War Literary Path (Percorso 
Letterario dell’Ecomuseo della Grande Guerra Prealpi 
Vicentine) to Monte Castelgomberto, from where you 
go downhill to Selletta Stringa that runs along a typical 
trench. From Selletta Stringa, follow the CAI trail 861 
in a counter-clockwise direction. A brief detour (round-
trip) is necessary to visit Malga Slapeur. The path 
turns around the Monte Fior and Monte Spil complex, 
running along Città di roccia into the path that goes 
to Malga Montagnanova. From the malga, with a detour, it is possible to visit the 
homonymous Observatory of the Great War (Osservatorio della Grande Guerra). 
The itinerary then moves along the ridge that goes up to  Monte Fior, goes back 
downhill to Selletta Stringa and brings back to Malga Lora.
Alternative starting points/arrivals: Malga Slapeur (ID code 25), accessible by car 
from Campomulo or by chairlift that goes up to the Melette di Gallio (more info on 
our website).

Starting point/Arrival

Recommended direction 
(clockwise, counter-clockwise)

Ideal season for trekking 
(without snow)

Mountains in the area

Suitable for beginners/families 

Previews for trails and elevation profiles: 
Maplibre | © Komoot
Map data © OpenStreetMap contributors

For more information on the malgas of the Plateau of the Seven Municipalities, 
how they are accessible via the itineraries, to receive updates on the services 

offered, and to check when they are open to the public:

www.laviadellemalghe.it

https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/a1-val-biancoia-and-surrounding-areas/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/a2-bertiaga-valle-camporossignolo-valle-granezza-di-gallio-monte-corno/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/a3-monte-corno-campo-rossignolo/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/b1-cima-ekar-monte-valbella-bertigo-turcio/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/b2-valbella-cima-ekar/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/altopiano/c1-giro-delle-melette-di-foza-e-gallio-in-bici/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/c2-melette-of-foza-walking-trail/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/d1-valmaron-marcesina-lozze-fiara/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/d2-marcesina-lozze-fiara/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/d3-valmaron-and-marcesina-with-road-bikes/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/d4-valmaron-forcellona-marcesina/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/e1-longara-and-campomulo/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/f1-forte-interrotto-val-galmarara-zingarella-zebio-val-di-nos/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/f2-zebio-and-zingarella/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/g1-larici-portule-galmarara/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/h1-val-formica-dosso-and-porta-manazzo/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/i1-roana-lake-verena-campolongo/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/i2-monte-verena-trail/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/i3-ghertele-ecological-museum/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/i4-rotzo-malgas-trail/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/l1-asiago-val-magnaboschi-monte-pau-monte-corno/
https://www.laviadellemalghe.it/en/altopiano/l2-buse-di-carriola-bocchetta-pau-foraoro/

